Writer’s Guidelines

TEMPO+ welcomes manuscripts from educators, parents, and other advocates of gifted education. Manuscripts may focus on all areas of gifted/talented education including policies, applications of research, programs, and practices. TEMPO+ is a peer-reviewed publication and manuscripts are evaluated by members of the Resource Review Council. Please keep in mind the following when submitting manuscripts:

1. Manuscripts should be 1,000 to 6,000 words on a topic related to gifted education. Preference will be given to manuscripts in the 1,500-4,000 word range. If your manuscript will be more than 6,000 words, please contact TAGT prior to submission. Please remember that manuscripts will be published online; if your piece is longer, you might consider breaking it into multiple parts.

2. References and citations should follow the APA style outlined in the seventh edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association.

3. Submit an electronic copy, typed, 12 pt. font, double-spaced, Microsoft Word or Google doc manuscript.

4. A cover page must be attached that includes the author’s name, title, school or program affiliation, home and work address, e-mail address, and phone numbers.

5. Send tables, figures, illustrations, and photographs in separate documents. Each should have a title and be referenced in the text. Submit electronically with manuscript.

6. Author(s) is fully responsible for accuracy of quotations, citations, figures, and facts.

7. Author(s) is fully responsible for securing any rights/permissions to reprint third-part figures, photographs, or tables. Please make sure permission is granted for online publication of these items. If photos include minors, please request a photo release from TAGT to get permission to print minors’ photos.

8. Author(s) of accepted manuscripts must transfer copyright license to TAGT/TEMPO+, which holds copyright to all articles and reviews and provide permission for the publication to be used for TAGT commercial benefit.

9. Upon acceptance of a manuscript, the author(s) must submit a 50–100-word biography, jpg or png headshot, and a 50-75 word abstract of the publication.

10. Please contact TAGT for guidelines if you wish to submit an audio or video publication.

Please send manuscripts and inquiries to:
Kristin Graham, TAGT Professional Learning & Partnerships Director
kgraham@txgifted.org